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ABSTRACT 
Commuting differential operators with symbols air + a,‘, a,%: are related to the functional 
equation Pi(xr)U+(xi +x2) + V~(x,)u-(x1 -x2)+ v,(x,)u+(~, +x2) - v2(~2)u-(~I -x2) = 
F+(xl + x2) i- F-(x, - x2) + GI (XI) + G(x2). We discuss several properties, such as a mero- 
morphic extension of solutions and periodicity, of this functional equation and commuting differ- 
ential operators. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let Pi, P2 be linear partial differential operators of the form 
(O-1) 1 P1 = a; + a; + R(x) P2 = $a,2 + (lower) 
with holomorphic coefficients on some open set in C2, which are mutually 
commutative: [PI, P2] = 0. We call the operator P1 a Laplacian of this com- 
muting system and the function R a potential. In [00], we consider operators 
satisfying 
(0.2) PI, P2 are IV(&)-invariant. 
In the present paper we will treat the operators without the assumption of the 
invariance (0.2). Our main results are stated as follows: 
Theorem. (i) The potential can be written as a sum of one variable functions: 
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R = u+(x1 + x2) + u-(XI - x2) + v, (Xl) + v2(x2). 
(ii) Assume neither u+ = u- = constant nor v1 = v2 = constant. Then PI, P2 
defined on an domain of C2 can be extended to C2 with meromorphic oeficients. 
Moreover, the order of a pole is at most two. 
(iii) Ifat least one of u+, u_ has a pole and at least one of v1, v2 has a pole, then 
PI, P2 is a translation of W(B 2 invariant differential operators. )- 
(iv) If v1, v2 have poies, then we can also classify such operators (potentials). 
As is known in [I] for a classical integrable system, the commutativity is re- 
duced to a functional differential equation (1.8): 
&((u+(x1 +x2) - u-(x1 - xz))a2v2(x2) 
+ 2v2(x2)az(u+(x1 + x2) - u-(x1 - x2))) 
= &((u+(m +x2) -u-(x1 - x2))avlh) 
+ 2h(~l)&(f4,(~1 +x2) - u-(x1 - x2))). 
The statements (ii)- above are shown by investigating the equation. Al- 
though several properties of the functional equation (1.8) (or its integrated 
form (2.9)) are similar to those of Yang-Baxter equation [BD], the author does 
not know the reason. 
In $1, we derive the functional equation (1.8), which is a main subject in this 
paper. In 52, we prove the meromorphicity of non-trivial solutions. In $2.3, we 
prove the finite dimensionality of the space of solutions of the functional 
equation. In $3, we discuss the location of the poles. In $4, we will treat opera- 
tors with the symmetry (0.2) on an open set in I%‘, which is not necessarily 
connected. 
The author gratefully acknowledges the hospitality of Professor D. Vogan 
and Professor G. van Dijk. He wishes to thank Professor T. Oshima for his en- 
couragement. 
1. FUNCTIONAL EQUATION 
1.1. Let x = (x1,x2) be the coordinates of C2. We denote al = d/dxi, & = 
d/ax2 for short. We denote the Weyl group of type B2 by W(B2) = EJZ M Ez and 
the action on C2 is generated by (xi, x2) H (x2, xl), (xi, x2) H (-xi, x2), and 
(Xl, x2) t--+ (Xl, -x2). 
Let ‘(.) be the anti automorphism of the algebra of (linear) differential 
operators such that ‘ai = -ai and ra(x) = a(x) for any function a. We call an 
operator P self adjoint if ‘P = P, or skew self adjoint if ‘P = -P. Of course 
every operator is uniquely written as a sum of a self adjoint operator and a 
skew self adjoint operator. 
The operator PI has already been taken to be self adjoint. For any P2 in (O.l), 
the self adjoint part $ (P2 + [Pz) of A also satisfies the same property. Then for 
determining the Laplacian PI, we may assume P2 is self adjoint. 
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1.2. First of all we show that the potential R can be written as a linear combi- 
nation of functions with one variable. In other words, the potential should be of 
the form of one dimensional many body problem. 
We write the operators with lower order terms. 
(1.1) 
Pi = a: + a; + R(x), 
Pz=d:d,z+al~d:+a22d~+al2dl~+ala,+a2~+ao. 
Here we assume PZ is a self adjoint operator so that the terms with degree three 
do not appear in the P2. 
The commutator [PI, P2] is a skew self adjoint operator with degree at most 
three. The coefficients of a:, a:&, 8: and 6’18; in [PI, P2] vanish if and only if 
(1.2) 
1 
aa1 = 0, &all + d1a12 = &R, 
aa22 = 0, dlazz + &al2 = 81 R. 
We set 
vi := u22, a11 = v2, 
(1.3) 
“2 := all, a22 = ~1, 
u+ := (R - all - a22 + al2)/2, a12 = u+ - u-, 
u- := (R - all - u22 - a12)/‘2, R = u+ + u- + VI + 172, 
then we have 
(1.4) 1 (a - au+ = 0, &q=O (al + &)I.- = 0, a, v2 = 0, 
that is, U* (resp. vi) is a function of xi & x2 (resp. xi), locally. Remark that here 
(u+, u_ , vl, v2) are uniquely determined without an ambiguity of constants (cf. 
PSI, PI)- 
1.3. Next we describe the condition to be ‘P2 = P2. The difference tP2 - P2 is a 
skew self adjoint operator of degree at most one, it is sufficient to look at the 
coefficients of the first order terms. Then ‘P2 = P2 if and only if 
(1.5) 
{ 
%!a12 = 2Q1, 
&al2 = 2a2. 
Finally we write the remaining condition to be [PI, P2] = 0. It has been already 
a skew self adjoint operator of degree less than three, it is sufficient to impose 
that the coefficients of the first order term are zero. Then [PI, Pz] = 0 if and only 
if 
(1.6) 
(a;+$$71 +2&ao = (263&f +2a11a1 +a12&)R, 
(a: + &$z, + 282~20 = (24% + 2~2232 + a12&)R. 
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Using (1.4), we can write 
1 
a1 (2ao - (al &(u+ - u-) + ; (u+ - zq2 + 2Vl vz)) 
(1.7) 
= (u+ - u-)&v2 + 2v&(u+ - u-), 
&(2ao - (&dz(u+ - u-) + ; (u+ - uq2 + 2Vl vz)) 
= (u+ - u_)d* vr + 2vrar(u+ - L). 
Now we regard these equations as differential equations for one unknown 
function as. Then the compatibility condition for existence of the local solution 
is the following: 
Summing up the above, we have the following proposition, 
Proposition 1.1. (i) The operators PI, P2 in (0.1) are self-adjoint and commu- 
tative tfand only tfthere exist functions u+, ~1, ~1, v2 and T satisfying (1.4) and 
(1.9) 
2&T=(u+- u-)a2v2 + 2v2&(u+ - u-) 
2&T = (u+ - U_)dl VI + 2v, dl (u+ - u_) 
such that 
(1.10) 
Pl = a: + a; + (u+ + u_ + Vl + v2) 
p2 = (al&+ gu+ - U-))2 + V2df + VI@ + vlv2 + T. 
(ii) (1.8) and (1.9) is equivalent. 
Proof. (i) follows from the argument above. We have already shown that (1.9) 
implies (1.8) and that (1.8) does (1.9) locally. The remaining will be proved in 
52.2 after we discuss about properties of the equation (1.8). q 
We summarize elementary transformations acting on the space of solutions 
for latter convenience. 
Proposition 1.2. (i) Exchange: For a solution (u+, u-, VI, 19) of (1.4) and (1.8), 
(u+(x2,xl),u_(x2,x1), v2(x2,xl), vl(x2,xl)) isalso a solution. 
(ii) Bilinear: For solutions (u+, u-, ~1,172) and (u+, u_, Cl, i+) andfor a constant 
(Y E C, (u+, u_, VI + v”l, 19 + 62;) and (u+, u-, ~1, ~2) are also solutions. The same 
holds for u’s 
(iii) Translation: For a solution (u+, u-, VI, 19) and for constants CY, cl, c2 E 
Q=, a translation (U+(XI + cl,x2 + CZ),U_(XI + CI,XZ + c2), VI(XI + ~1~x2 + 4, 
v2(x1 + cl, x2 + ~2)) and a dilation (u+(crxl, crxz), . . . , vz(ax~, ax2)) are also 
solutions. 
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(iv) Dual: For a solution (u+, u-, ~1, vz), we have also a solution (VI (x1 + x2, 
Xl -xz),vz(m +x2,x1 -x2),u+(x1 +x2,x1 -x2),=(x1 +x2,x1 -x2)). 
Proof. All but the last are easy. Since (1.8) is equivalent o 
(1.11) 
{ 
(U+ - U-)(a: + a,‘,cv, - v2) + (VI - V2>(42 + &?,(u+ - u-) 
= 3(@ + a,‘)((u+ - u-) x (Vl - v2)), 
we have (iv). EI 
Lemma 1.3. In Proposition 1.1 (i), PI, P2 are W(B2)-invariant if and only if we 
have 
/ VI (-x1, x2) = JJl (Xl I x2) = VI (Xl > -X2)7 
v2(-x1,x2) = V2(XIIX2) = V2(Xl, -x2), 
(1.12) < 
Vl(X2,Xl) = V2(XI,X2), 
24+(--x1, -x2) = u+(x1,x2) = u+(x2,4, 
u-(--XI, -x2) = U_(XI,X2) = u-(x2,x1), 
\ u+(x1, -x2) = u-(x1,x2). 
Proof. Remark that T is W(Bt)-invariant if (1.12) is satisfied. q 
We call a solution (u+, L, vt, ~2) satisfying (1.12) an invariant solution. Such 
a solution is a subject of the previous paper, especially it is classified in [00, 
Theorem 2.91. 
2. MEROMORPHIC EXTENSION OF SOLUTIONS 
2.1. 
Definition 2.1. If (u+, u_, vi, 19) satisfies u + = u_ = constant or vi = v2 = con- 
stant, then it satisfies (1.4) and (1.8). This solution is called a trivialsolution. The 
corresponding operators are of the form of the separation of variables. For ex- 
ample, if u+ = U_ = constant, then 
PI = (8: + VI (xl)) + (8,’ + v2(x2)) + constant 
P2 = (8: + vi(xi)) x (8,’ + v2(x2)) + constant. 
Lemma 2.2. Let (u+, u_, vl,v2) be meromorphic functions on an open ball 
B2(r) := {(XI, x2) E C2 1 1x1 I2 + 1~21~ < r2}. Suppose it is a non-trivial solution of 
(1.4) and (1.8). Th en ( u+, u_, VI, 19) can be extended to meromorphic functions on 
the ball B2 ( ! r). 
Proof. By the assumption (1.4), given functions are expressed by meromorphic 
functions with one variable on some open balls. 
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U+ = U+ (xt + x2) u+(t) is meromorphic on B(&r) 
(2.1) 
U_ = u_(xz - XI) u_(t) is meromorphic on B(fir) 
v = Vl(Xl) vl (t) is meromorphic on B(r) 
v2 = v2(x2) v2(t) is meromorphic on B(r). 
Here B(r) = {t E @ 1 ItI < r}. By the symmetry, it is enough to prove that vt can 
be extended meromorphically to B( ! r). 
Setf(xt,xz) := U+(XI +x2) - u-(x2 - XI). We set 
I 
Q+ := {t E B(fir) 1 u+(t) has a pole at t} 
Q_ := {t E B(6) 1 u_(t) has a pole at t} 
(2.2) Q2 := {t E B(r) [19(t) has a pole at t} 
21 := {t E B( 4 r) 1 f(t, x2) = 0 for any x2) 
22(x2) :={tEB(~r)If(t,x2) =0}-21. 
By the assumption, every set in (2.2) is discrete. 
The equation (1.8) is 
(2.3) a(_f-(~l,~2)~l~l+2vlw(~l,~2)) = 32(f(Xl,X2)&V2 +2V2&f(Xl,XZ)). 
We fix a small x2 E B( $ r) - Q2 for a moment, and consider (2.3) as an ordi- 
nary differential equation for an unknown function vt(xt) with a variable x1. 
Since the right hand side of (2.3) is meromorphic on B( i r) and holomorphic 
except for {u - x2 I a E Q+} u (x2 - b I b E Q_}, the function 
(2.4) f(xl,x2)~lvl(xl) + 2vl(xl)dlf(xl,x2) 
can be extended to a multivalued holomorphic function on B( 4 r)- 
{a-X~IUE Q+}-{x2--bIbEQ_}andsois 
(2.5) a(f(w2)2v1(~1))1 
and so isf(xt , X~)~VI (xl). Then vt (XI) is a multivalued holomorphic function on 
B($r)-{u-x2IuEQ+}-{x2-bIbEQ-}-Z~-Z2(x2). 
Nowwemovex2.Wecantakex2,xi~B(&,r)-{a-z[u~Q+, z~Zt}- 
{b + z I b E Q_, z E Zl} such that the finite sets 
B($r) n ({a -x2 la E Q+> u 1x2 -bib E Q-j u&(m)) 
and 
B( 3 r) n ({a - xi I a E Q+} u {xi - b I b E Q-} u 22(x.9) 
are disjoint. Since vt(xt) has to coincide with each other for x2 and xi, the 
function v1 (XI) is a (single-valued) holomorphic function on B( 4 r) - Zt and 
meromorphic at Zt . This proves the lemma. 0 
Theorem 2.3. Let (u+, u-, ~1, ~2) be holomorphic functions near some point 
(xl, x2) E C2. Assume it is a non-trivial solution of (1.4) and (1.8). Then 
(i) u+, u_, VI, v2 can be extended to meromorphic functions on C2 satisfying 
(1.4) and (1.8). 
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(ii) Zf VI has a pole along a plane {XI = ;I}, then the restriction of u+ to this 
plane must coincide with that of u_. The order of thepole of v1 (XI) is at most two. 
(iii) Zf the restriction of u+ to a plane {xl = & } coincides with that of u_, then 
VI(XI) = v1(2& -x1). 
Proof. First of all, after some translation, we may assume all functions are 
holomorphic near the origin. By Lemma 2.2, we have (i). 
Since vi is holomorphic outside of Zi in the notation of Lemma 2.2, the first 
assertion of (ii) holds. Moreover, we can take x2 in the proof of Lemma 2.2 such 
that f (x1, x2) has a simple zero at x1 E Zi. In fact, 81 f (x1, x2) = u:(x, + x2)+ 
uI(xz - XI) = 24(x1 + x2) for xi f Z1. If it is identically zero and Z1 # 0, then 
u+ = u_ = constant, which contradicts to the assumption. Then we have (ii). 
Since f (& - t, x2) = -f (& + t, x2), the right hand side of (2.3) is holomorphic 
at t = 0 and odd with respect to t. Then (2.4) is holomorphic and even, (2.5) is 
holomorphic and odd, and f (2, + t)2vl (21 + t) is holomorphic and even. q 
Except for $5, we will always assume that u+, u_, vi, v2 are meromorphic on 
C2 by the help of Theorem 2.3(i). Then, for example, the condition (1.4) is 
equivalent o 
(2.6) 
{ 
u+(x1,x2) = u+(w +x2), Vl(Xl,X2) = Vl(Xl)> 
u-(x1,x2) = u-(x1 -x2), V2(Xl, x2) = v2(x2). 
Remark that a solution (u+, u-, vi, 172) is invariant (Definition 2.1) if and only if 
u+(t) = u-(t), VI(f) = v2(t), and u+(t), VI(~) are even functions. 
2.2. We will give another expression of the functional equation (1.8). 
Proposition 2.4. (i) Suppose meromorphic functions (U+, U_, VI, V2) on C sat- 
isfy 
(2.7) 
{ 
w2P12 - @)(U+(x1 +x2)(vl(xl) + Vz(x2)) 
+ U-(x1 - X2)(Vl(Xl) - V2(x2))) = 0, 
then (u+, u-, VI, q) given by 
(2.8) u+ = u;, u- = ul, 
satisfy (1.8) and (2.6). 
VI = v;, v2 = v; 
Conversely, tfmeromorphic functions (u,, u-, ~1, ~2) on @ are non-trivial solu- 
tions of (1.8) and (2.6), then there exist meromorphic functions ( U+, U-, VI, V2) 
on @satisfying (2.7) and (2.8). 
(ii) Suppose meromorphic functions ( U+, U-, VI, V2, F+, F_, G1, G2) on C 
satisfy 
(2% 
U+(x1 +x2)(vl(xl) + V2(x2)) + U-(x1 - X2)(Vl(Xl) - Vz(x2)) 
= F+(xl +x2) + F-(x1 - x2) + Gl(xl) + ‘72(x2), 
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then (U+, U_, VI, Vz) satisfy (2.7). 
Conversely, ifmeromorphic functions (U,, U_, VI, Vz) on Q: satisfy (2.7), then 
there exist meromorphicfunctions (F+, F_, G1, Gz) on Q= satisfying (2.9). 
Proof. We will prove the converse. 
(i) By the Theorem 2.3(ii) and (iii), there exist meromorphic functions 
U+, U_, VI, V2 satisfying (2.8). The equivalence of (1.8) and (2.7) is shown by 
the direct calculation. 
(ii) Denote the left hand side of (2.9) by IV. Set Gr := at (a: - a,“) W. Then 
by (2.7), Gi = Gi(xl). Wherever VI is holomorphic, W is holomorphic with 
some appropriate choice of x2 and so is ($1. If VI has a pole at xl = ii, then 
VI = (Cl/(x1 - ;I)) + (holomorphic at x1 = ii) and u+(,&,x~) = u-(&,x2). 
This implies U+(&, x2) + U_(%, x2) = C2 = constant, and then W = 
CC1 C2/@1 - &)I + (h o omorphic 1 near some point (ii, x2)). Then Gi (xi) - 
ais(Cl C2/(xi - c)) is a holomorphic near x1 = il. Then there exists a mero- 
morphic function G1 (t ), unique up to a polynomial of degree at most two, such 
that G?(t) = Gl(t). Such a meromorphic function G exists globally. By the 
symmetry, we also have F+(t), F_(t),Gz(t). Then WI := W- F+(xl +x2) - 
F-(x1 --x2) - GI(XI) - Gz(x2) satisfies (ar f &)&a WI = 0, a~(@ - a,‘) WI = 
0, and &(a: - a.) WI = 0. That is, WI is a polynomial of degree at most two. 
Then WI has a desired expression. q 
Proof of Proposition l.l(ii). For a trivial solution with U+ = u_ = constant 
(resp. vl = v2 = constant), we can take T = 0 (resp. T = VI (u+ + u_)). For a 
non-trivial solution, we can take T = - 3 (8: - a,‘)( V2( U+ - U_) - G2) = 
1 (a: - a,‘)( VI (U+ + U_) - Gl) in terms of Proposition 2.4. q 
2.3. In this subsection we will prove the finite dimensionality of the solutions of 
(1.8) and (2.6) except for trivial solutions. Any solution is a translation of a so- 
lution holomorphic at the origin with u+(O) # u_(O), vi (0) # v2(0). Then it is 
enough to prove the space of such solutions is finite dimensional. 
Proposition 2.5. The space of solutions of (1.8) and (2.6) which are holomorphic 
at the origin with u+(O) # u_(O), VI(O) # ~(0) is a finite dimensional algebraic 
variety. 
Proof. Consider the corresponding solutions (U*, Vi, F*, Gi) of (2.9). We may 
assume U+(O) = . . . = Gj(0) = 0. Denote the Taylor expansions at the origin by 
co 
U+(t) = c Ukfk, U_(t) = 5 b& 
m 
V1(t) = c wk, 
k=l k=l k=l 
(2.10) V2(t) = 2 dktk, 
k=l 
‘Z(t) = E gktk, 
k=l 
F+(t) = E ektk, 
k=l 
Gz(t) = 5 hktk. 
k=l 
F_(t) = E fktk, 
k=l 
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Remark that al # br, cl # 4 by the assumption. We will prove, by induction, 
that all coefficients of (Cl*, Vi) are determined by (ui, bj, cj,dj) for 1 <_ j 5 5. 
Substitute (2.10) to (2.9) and look at the coefficients of x;-“‘xy, then for 
l<m<n, 
c&,-/c +bn-,4-V’> 
I 0 = n (en +h(-l)m 1. m
Assume n 2 7 and that aj, bj, cj, dj for j < n - 2 are given. For 2 5 m < n - 2, 
(2.11) is rewritten as 
(2.12) 
{ 
(m(dl - ~1) +nct)(a,-1 +b,-r(-l)m) -n(e, +fn(-l)m) 
= a sum of given terms. 
Then by m = 2,4, we can determine a, _ 1 + b, _ 1 and e, +fn since cl # dt . 
Similarly by m = 3,5, we can determine a,, _ 1 - b, _ 1 and e,, -fn. Finally, c,, _ 1 
is determined by (2.11) with m = 1 and d,_ 1 is determined by (2.11) with m = 
n - 1 since al # bl . Then a, _ 1, b, _ 1, c, _ 1, d,, _ 1 are uniquely determined. •I 
3. LOCATION OF POLES 
3.1. As an application of Theorem 2.3, we can restrict the location of poles of 
solutions of the functional equation (1.8) and (2.6). Let us introduce a notation. 
For a meromorphic function f(t), we define the set of periods r(f) := 
{w E @ ) f( . + w) =f( .)} and the set of poles P(f) := {c E C 1 f(t) has a pole 
at t = c}. For a non-constantf, r(f) is a discrete Z-submodule of @ and P(f) 
is a discrete I’(f )-stable subset of C. For an element X E C and a subset A c @, 
wedenoteX+A:={X+aIaEA},XA:={XaIaEA}. 
Lemma 3.1. Consider a non-trivial meromorphic solution (u+, I._, ~1, ~2) on C of 
(1.8) and (2.6). 
(i) Zf cl, c2 E P(Q), then 2(q - ~2) E Z(v2). In other words, zfP(v2) contains 
at least one point c E P(Q), then c + Z(Q) c P(Q) c c + 4 F(Q). In particular, 
if Z(v2) = (0) then P(v2) contains at most onepoint. 
(ii) Zfrank Z(Q) =l, then P(Q) = c+Z(v2) or cf iZ(v2). Ifrank Z(v2) =2, 
say Z(v2) = Zwl + Zwq, then vZ(t) is a linear combination of p(t), p(t + WI), 
p( t + w2), g( t + w1 + ~2) and a constant using the Weierstruss p = p(t I 2wl,2wz) 
with periods 2wl12u2. 
(iii) Assumeboth VI(~) andvz(t) havepolesat heorigin. Then u+(t) = u_(t) is 
even. 
Proof. (i) By Theorem 2.3(ii) and (iii), v2(2cr - t) = vz(t) = v2(2cz - t). (ii) 
follows from (i). (iii) By Theorem 2.3(ii), u+(t) = u-(t) = u+(-t). •I 
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Lemma 3.2. Suppose that u(t) := u+(t) = u- (t) and v(t) are entire and 172 iseven 
and has a pole. Suppose (u, VI, ~2) be a non-trivial solution. Then 
(i) 2P(v2) c T(u) c T(v2). 
(ii) The rank ofr(vz) is at most one. 
(iii) Zfrank F(Q) = 0, then Z’(Q) = r(u) = (0). 
(iv) Zfrank I’(v2) = 1, then I’(Q) = I, ir(vz), or fr(v2) - T(Q). 
Proof. (i) For c E A, u(xi + c) = U(XI - c) means 2c E r(u). For w E r(u), 
vz((w/2) + t) = v2((44 - t) = v2(t - (44). 
(ii) If the rank of r(u) is greater than one, u has to be constant. 
(iii) and (iv) follow from (i). q 
3.2. In this subsection we will give a classification of a solution of (1.8) and 
(2.6) such that 
(3.1) 
{ 
u(t) := q(t) = zQ(t), v(t) := IQ(t) = -Q(t), 
and u, v are even, u is entire. 
We denote a linear combinations of fi, . . . ,fm by (fi, . . . ,fm). 
Lemma 3.3. The following is a list of invariant solutions with an entire u. 
1) u = constant v = even 
ld) u = even, entire v = constant 
29’ u = (l,sinh2Xt,sinh22Xt) v = (1,sinhP22Xt) 
3d)’ u= (l,sinh2Xt) v= (1,sinh-2Xt,sinh-22Xt) 
2d)” 24 = (1, t2, t4, t6) v = (1, t-2) 
3)” 24 = (1,s) v= (t2,l,t-2). 
Here X is a non-zero constant. 
This comes from [00, Theorem 2.91. (Numbers in the left most column are 
those of [lot. cit., 51.31.) 
Now we assume (3.1). Take odd primitives U and V, then they satisfy 
+l)(ql +x2) + q x1 - x2>> - V(X2)(U(Xl +x2) - U(Xl -x2)) 
=F+(xl+x2)+F-(xl-x~)+G~(xI)+G~(x~). 
Since the left hand side is invariant under the coordinate transformation 
(xi, x2) c+ (XI, -x2), and it changes the sign under the exchange (x1, x2) H 
(x2, xi), we can take F+ = F_ = 0, Gz(t) = -Gl(t) such that Gl(t) is even. Then 
the equation is 
(3.2) 
w3)(~(Xl +x2) + U(Xl - x2)) - V(X2)(U(Xl +x2) - U(x1 - x2)) 
= Gh) - G(x2), 
with an even function G(t) = Gl(t) = -Gz(t). 
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The next lemma is a key to the classification in Proposition 3.6. 
Lemma 3.4. Suppose (U, V, G) is a solution of (3.2) such that U, Vare odd and G 
is even. Then (u, V2) is an invariant solution of(l.8). 
Proof. Denote the odd primitives of (u, V*) by (0, V). We will check the 
equation (2.7). By direct calculation, 
(8: - g?)(%)(U(x1 +x2) + qx1 -x2)) + qx*)(u(xl +x2) - U(Xl -x2))) 
= 2V(Xl)& (( U(Xl + x2) + U(x1 - x2)) V(3)) 
- 2v(x2)&((wI + x2) - Ubl - x2)) V(x2)) 
= 2V(xl)G’(xl) + 2V(x2)G’(x2) 
- 2V(Xl)V(~2)((~1 +&>+1 -x2) - (al - &)U(Xl +x2)). 0 
Lemma 3.5. The following is a list of solutions satisfying (3.1). 
1) 24 = constant v = even 
Id) u = even, entire v=o 
29’ u = (1, sinh* At, sinh* 2Xt) v = (sinh-* 2Xt) 
39’ u= (l,sinh*Xt) v = (sinh-* At, sinh-* 2Xt) 
29” u = (l,t2, t4) v = (t-2) 
3)” u = (l,t2) v = (1, t-2). 
Proof. First we list up a possible V such that V* is in the list of Lemma 3.3 and 
V is odd. 
Id) V* = 0, 2d)” V = (t-l), 3)’ V = (t, t-l), 2d)’ V = (coth2At) or V = 
(sinh-‘2Xt) 3d)’ V = (sinh-‘2Xt,cothXt). 
Next we check whether each (u, v) is actually a solution or not. In fact, 2d)” 
(u,v) = (t-*, t6) isnot asolution. 2d)’ (u, v) = (cosh4Xt,cosh2Xtsinh-*2Xt) is 
not a solution. Others are solutions. •I 
Proposition 3.6. The following is a list of solutions with an even entire u(t) := 
u+(t) = u-(t). 
u = constant ~1, vp : arbitrary 
u = even, entire v1 = v2 = constant 
u = (1, sinh* At, sinh* 2Xt) vi = Cl + Cz sinh-* 2Xt, 
v2 = Ci + Cs sinh-* 2Xt 
u = (l,sinh*Xt) vi = Cl + C2 sinh-* At + C3 sinh-* 2Xt, 
v2 = Cl + C4 sinh-* At + Cs sinh-* 2Xt 
u = (l,t2, t4, t6) Vl = v* = c, + C*t-2 
u = (l,G, t4) Vl = Cl + C*t-2, v* = Cl + C3t-2 
24 = (1,G) Vl = Cl9 + c, + C3t-2, 
v* = c,t* + c4 + Cst-2. 
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Proof. From Theorem 2.3(ii), vi(t), vz(t) are even unless u is constant. For each 
U, we can obtain (vi, ~2) as a linear combination of one in Lemma 3.3 and one in 
Lemma 3.5. 0 
3.3. A classification into type 
Theorem 3.7. Any solution of (1.8) and (2.6) is one of thefollowings. 
(I) A triviaI solution. (Definition 2.1) 
(II) A translation of an invariant solution, which is listed in [00, 
Theorem 2.91. 
(III) A translation of a solution listed in Proposition 3.6, or its dual, 
(IV) A solution such that all u+, u-, VI, 19 are entire. 
(V) A solution satisfying the properties in Lemma 3.2, or its translation, ex- 
change, dual. 
Proof. (i) First we exclude trivial solutions. 
(ii) Suppose u+ = u_ on x2 = 0 and vi = v2 on xi = x2. Then by Theorem 
2.3(iii), u+, and vi are even. 
(iii) Suppose that vi # q on any xi f x2 = constant, and that u+ = u_ on 
two planes xi = 0 and x2 = 0. Then by Theorem 2.3(ii), they satisfy the as- 
sumption of Proposition 3.6. 
(iv) Suppose that u+ # u- on any xi = constant, x2 = constant, and that 
vi # v2 on any xi f x2 = constant. Then this is the case (IV) by Theorem 2.3(ii). 
(v) Suppose that vi # v2 on any xi f x2 = constant, and that u+ # u- on 
any xi = constant. Suppose moreover that u := u+ = u- on x2 = 0. Then by 
Theorem 2.3, ~1, vi are entire and v2 is even. We may assume v2 has a pole, be- 
cause otherwise is reduced to (IV). 
Any other solutions are obtained by a translation, an exchange, and a 
dual. q 
Corollary 3.8. Zf at least two of u+, u_, ~1, v:! have poles, then such a solution is 
obtained by a translation from an invariant solution or a solution in the list of 
Proposition 3.6. 
Proof. If vi, 19 have a pole and u+, U_ are entire, then Lemma 3.l(iii) implies 
that they satisfies the assumption of the proof of Theorem 3.7(iii) by a transla- 
tion. If u- and v2 have a pole, then by a translation they satisfy the assumption 
of the proof of Theorem 3.7(ii). q 
4. INVARIANT SOLUTIONS ON A DISCONNECTED SET 
Lemma 4.1. (i) Let n : W + GL( V) be ajinite dimensional representation over 
C of a$nite group W Let fl be a W-invariant open subset of @” such that 01 W 
is connected. Take a connected component Rt of R and we set WI := 
{w E W 1 w(f&) = 0,). Then the restriction from 0 to Ql gives a bijection from 
the set of holomorphic functions q5 : 0 -+ V such that 4 0 w-l = X(W)+ for 
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w E W to theset of holomorphicfunctions 4 : 0, + T/such that C$ o w-l = n(w)4 
jorw E w,. 
(ii) Thegroup W = W(&) anda representation V on the space (u+, u_, VI, ~2) 
fits into the situation (i). 
(iii) In the bijection in (ii), thefunctions on 0 satisfy (1.4) and (1.8) ifand onZy if 
the functions on 01 satisfy the same equation on 01. 
Proof. (i) is a general non-sense. There exist representations 
(4.1) 
1 
u: W+C&+GL(2,@) 
7: W+CZ,2-‘GL(2,@) 
such that (1.12) is equivalent o 
(4.2) ui 0 w-l = %(w)(i), vj 0 w 
-1 
= 247(w)(j), for all w E W. 
If we set a representation V to be a direct sum of u and 7, then we have (ii) and 
(iii). •i 
Corollary 4.2. Any non-trivial (real analytic) soZution (u+, u_, ~1, ~2) of (1.4) and 
(1.8) defined on a domain in {(x, y) E R2 1 x > y > 0) can be extended to a 
meromorphic solution of (1.4) and (1.8) on R = R2 - {xl = 0) - (x2 = O}- 
{ (x1 + x2) = 0) - {xl - x2 = 0) satisfving the WeyZ group invariance (1.12). In 
other words, (selfajoint) commuting differential operators (0.1) on a domain in 
{(x7 Y) E FJ2 1 x > Y > 0) can be uniquely extended to commuting invariant dif- 
ferential operators on 0. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.3(i) and Lemma 4.1. q 
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